Limited Submissions are opportunities in which the sponsor limits the number of nominations or proposals (or sometimes other types of submissions like Concept Papers or Letters of Intent) that Cornell University may submit to a particular program. When this occurs, an internal selection process (typically an internal competition) is coordinated.

For further information about the internal process, answers to FAQs, and more, visit the Cornell Limited Submissions website. Please contact Limited Submissions if you intend to apply to a limited submission opportunity not listed below, missed an internal competition deadline, or have any questions.

Unless otherwise noted in a competition announcement, internal competition deadlines are for 5:00 PM, and applications must be submitted via the competition web portal.

- NOTE: Weill Cornell Medicine has its own internal competitions for limited submissions. WCM investigators, please contact Florencia Marcucci in the WCM Office of the Research Dean.

Announcements

- NIH Director’s Early Independence Awards (DPS Clinical Trial Optional): The internal competition deadline has changed to Monday, May 15th.

- FuzeHub 2023 Manufacturing Grants, Round 2: Cornell may submit up to three applications; each must be from a different center or department. As was recently announced, applicants will be approved to submit to FuzeHub on a rolling basis until all slots are filled. Go here for instructions for submitting an internal letter of intent to Cornell Limited Submissions.

- Open Dept. of Energy "short fuse" solicitations: The DOE has recently been releasing a number of limited submission FOAs that have short submission timelines which do not allow sufficient time for internal competitions. For each of these FOAs, applicants
will be approved to submit on a rolling basis, "first come, first serve," until slots are filled. If you are interested in applying to any of the following, send a Letter of Interest to Cornell Limited Submissions. Follow the links for further details and instructions.

- **CLOSED**: DOE Science Foundations for Energy Earthshots (DE-FOA-0003003). *All application slots have been filled.*
- **DOE Industrial Efficiency and Decarbonization Office (IEDO) FY23 Multi-Topic FOA. Note: Application slots for Topic Areas 5 and 7 have been filled.*

- **Keck Research Program Virtual Information Session on April 12th @ 1:30pm**: The W. M. Keck Research Program seeks to support Medical Research and Science & Engineering projects that are distinctive and novel in their approach, question the prevailing paradigm, or have the potential to break open new territory in their field. Dr. Simon Scheuring, 2022 Keck Research Grant Recipient and Professor of Physiology & Biophysics in Anesthesiology, will share insights about his experience with the application process and program. [Click here to register to attend](#). To learn about the internal competition, see the competition link below.

**New Competitions**

**NIH Enhancing Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math Educational Diversity (ESTEEMED) Research Education Experiences (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Internal deadline: April 24.** The goal of the ESTEEMED program is to support educational activities that enhance the diversity of the biomedical research workforce through early preparation for undergraduate students in STEM fields.

**ETH Materials Research Prize for Young Investigators 2023**

**Internal deadline: May 12.** This Prize recognizes outstanding contributions of young investigators that advance materials, from fundamental to applied research. To be eligible, the candidate must be an assistant professor.


**Internal deadline: May 15.** The intent of this solicitation is to request proposals from organizations who are willing to serve as resource providers (RPs) within the NSF Advanced Computing Systems and Services (ACSS) program. This competition is for Category II: Innovative Prototypes/Testbeds proposers.

**Upcoming Federal Programs**

**INTERNAL DEADLINE**
Upcoming Non-Federal Programs

INTERNAL DEADLINE

- **April 24**  Intel’s 2023 Rising Star Faculty Award Program
- **April 24**  Brain Research Foundation 2024 Scientific Innovations Award (SIA)
- **April 24**  W.M. Keck Foundation Science & Engineering and Medical Research Program Grants
- **May 15**  Mallinckrodt Foundation 2023 Grant Program
- **May 15**  American Diabetes Association (ADA) Pathway to Stop Diabetes

*Unless otherwise noted in a competition announcement, internal competition deadlines are for 5:00 PM and applications must be submitted via the competition web portal (InfoReady Review). PIs submitting applications for limited submission competitions are responsible for ensuring they meet the eligibility requirements of the program and funder.*

Visit the Cornell Internal Competition Website

Cornell University Limited Submissions
Office of Sponsored Programs and Research Development
Email: ovpr_limited_submissions@cornell.edu

Instructions for joining or unsubscribing from this listserv may be found at https://researchservices.cornell.edu/resources/join-research-mailing-lists-list-servs.